1) MIN. 2" X 2" CEDAR TREATED LUMBER, MARKED (SANITARY-RED, STORM-WHITE), SET VERTICALLY.

2) CAP WITH SOLVENT WELDED CAP OR PLUG

3) CLASS "X" CONCRETE TO EXTEND MIN. 1.0' BEYOND TEE OR WYE JOINTS. (D.I.P. TEE OR WYE NOT ENCASED)

4) CLASS II GRANULAR MATERIAL, COMPACTED TO 95% MAXIMUM DENSITY PER CITY OF ANN ARBOR STANDARDS.

MARKING TAPE (SANITARY-RED)
(STORM-WHITE)

MIN. 1% GRADE FOR 6"
MIN. 2% GRADE FOR 4"
TEE OR WYE
BEND AS REQUIRED

NOTE: TAPS INTO EXISTING SEWERS SHALL BE DONE ONLY BY CITY UTILITIES DEPARTMENT.
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